Saving
our soul
Peter Tennent was raised a Presbyterian, wife Rosemary a Catholic. So why is he
heading a campaign to raise $15 million to save an Anglican church? “Because
there’s much more to it than that,” says the proprietor of The Devon Hotel and
former Mayor of New Plymouth.
“Yes, you will be able to go to the Taranaki Cathedral to attend church services
again when it reopens. and many of those attending may be Anglicans - but it’s
also the country’s oldest stone church and one of our nation’s most significant
historic sites.”
All Taranaki’s young people need to be able to visit, and to learn the stories the
cathedral and site are waiting to tell, he says. “Some of those stories will engender
pride, and some will truly get us thinking. But they encapsulate this region and
this country’s history.”
The funds are needed to reopen the cathedral as earthquake resilient and more
user-friendly, build an atrium for functions use, extend the Hatherley Annex,
renew the kitchen for catering, and provide parking.
The church has been closed since 2015 after it was found to be nowhere near
earthquake safety standards. Initially, it was thought the building could be brought
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up to spec relatively easily, the main problem perceived to be
lack of proper fixings where the roof meets the south wall.
Now it’s known the whole roof is “anchored” to the tops of the
walls by gravity alone, and it is suspected earth under the
building may be prone to liquefaction.
The latter won’t be known for sure until soil test results are
fully analysed and appropriate design work done later this year.
Whatever the costs turn out to be, Tennent believes the $15
million fundraising target will be needed, and he’s running his
campaign accordingly.
His strategy is clear – get general public support first, then
appeal to the big funding sources: the Crown, the corporates,
the TSB Community Trust, the philanthropics, and those
individuals disposed towards supporting this kind of project.
“You aren’t going to get the big players in unless you’ve first
got grassroots support. And that’s Mrs Smith from Rahotu
deciding she will contribute her $5.
“It’s luck that the oldest stone church in New Zealand happens
to be here, that one of the country’s most significant historical
sites happens to be here.
“The fact the cathedral was deemed earthquake unsafe and was
shut reminded me - and 115,000 other folk who call this place
home - of what we have here. The stories are fabulous, they’re
uplifting, and I think that’s a big plus.”
Earthquake remediation is only part of the equation, he says.
“We’ve got to create an opportunity for people to come through
and learn those stories.”
He agrees the sum needed is a huge amount, but he’s happy to join the campaign
because he thinks it’s important to get it across the line. “If this is to happen, we
need the entire region, not just those associated with this place, to truly understand
what we have on our doorstep.”
The project will not get the go-ahead until they know the funds are in place, and the
goal for that is this time next year. “Are we dreaming? I accept we need to comply
with budgetary cycles, but this is Taranaki. This is where dreams come true.”
There is core sponsorship status for those giving more than a
million dollars, gold for donors above $100,000, silver for more
than $10,000 and bronze for above $1000; and full supporter status
for everyone who helps. Every donor will be recognised in some
way or other, unless they prefer to be anonymous. TSB Bank has
been generous in creating an opportunity to fund staged payments,
he says.
“Everybody I’ve spoken to, bar none, is supportive. Everybody I’ve
talked to, bar none, thinks it’s something pretty special. The only
negative I’ve had is a few people saying ‘if you’re going to do it, do
it right. We have a huge opportunity, don’t muck it up’.
“And for that, we need the money. So it’s about turning that
enthusiasm and that support into the dollars required to make this
happen.”
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Stuff

istory supports Tennent’s approach. More or less the same one was used to build
the church in the first place. For example, in 1939 Wellington writer Catherine
Keddell wrote this somewhat unrestrained account in the popular Railways
Magazine: “The Church was built - a tiny church the first one was - in 1845, and almost
every one of the seven hundred settlers gave his mite towards the work, whether in
money, labour, or material, gave it lovingly and freely.

H

“Some carted stones—rough, large, grey ones, from the beach, stones that had probably
been carried from the beds and banks of the lovely mountain streams which tumble
rapidly down the gently sloping Mount Egmont. Some shaped the stones, others made
cement, others did the carpentry, and thus, because of this loving labour, the Church
opened free of debt.”
Some settlers from the south-west of England who began arriving after 1841 were
Anglicans, but others were Wesleyan Methodists, whose church split from the Anglican
Church of England in the early 1800s. A Wesleyan missionary, Charles Creed, set up the
first mission station near Moturoa and officiated to Māori and Europeans alike until the
arrival in 1843 of the first Anglican vicar, William Bolland.
Early collaboration between churches was much like that of today. Henry Turton
succeeded Creed, and “after the establishment of the Anglican church, the ministers
worked together in the greatest unanimity and harmony,”
recorded the Cyclopedia of New Zealand (published between
1897 and 1908).
The blurring of religious boundaries demonstrated by the
Tennents was scarcely unheard of in those first settler days.
Take the Faull family. Richard and Elizabeth Faull (greatgreat grandparents of Gavin Faull) who arrived here in 1841
on the first settler ship, the William Bryan, were married in
an Anglican stone church in the Cornish village of St Ewe,
All Saints (right) that dates back to the 13th century.
While Elizabeth was Anglican, Richard came from a
Methodist family that included two Wesleyan ministers. In New Plymouth, Elizabeth
worked as housekeeper for Reverend Bolland, and after Richard died in 1844 at age 41,
he was one of the first to be buried in the new St Mary’s churchyard. Elizabeth would
join him 30 years later.
So, while the Anglican Church provided half the money (£500) needed to build St
Mary’s, the rest came from the settler community. It was the settlement’s first substantial
place of worship (a first small Anglican church was built at Fitzroy by Bishop Selwyn in
1845. St Mary’s opened about a year later on September 29 or December 29 (records
vary).
Situated immediately below the military stockade built on Marsland Hill for the British
Army and voluntary militia, it became a refuge as settlers retreated into the town at the
outbreak of the first land war in March 1860. As a drawing by Edwin Harris (below 1860) and other colonial artists recorded, the first version was small.
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Archaeologist Ivan Bruce’s report shows
how many times St Mary’s has been
expanded. Below is a plan of where
foundations may need replacing under
the main church.

The first church was a small rectangular structure, about “30 feet wide by 50 feet long,
and 40 feet high, and the walls were 2 feet 6 inches thick”. It was built to a design by
Frederick Thatcher.
It would be added to at least seven times over the following century and a half, the last
major work being the 1994 Hatherly Hall, a major annex funded by John “Fish” Hatherly,
a former New Plymouth Boys High School teacher and St Mary’s lay preacher who died
in 1985.
All those additions mean the cathedral’s history is not as apparent as you’d think – some
of the building was erected on top of burial plots, not all of them properly recorded. That
complicates earthquake strengthening, especially if soil tests show ground under the main
church building’s central row of supporting columns might lose strength and flow. That
could mean extensive excavation under the church.
Archaeologist Ivan Bruce investigated the site for the Taranaki Anglican Trust Board and
found “a number of historic graves are located beneath the church and there are
reasonable grounds to expect that earthworks associated with this project may affect at
least five of these graves.” Remnants of the original historic church walls exist below the
current floor and that might also affect the work, he advises.
In prehistoric times, the hill was the site of Pukaka Pā, with the church land used for
Māori cultivation on what Bruce terms “yellow brown Taranaki ash sub-soils overlaid by
volcanic top soil loam”.
He says there are three early cemetery plans showing the location of burials in the
churchyard, but no record of the names of 44 of 100 graves. “That burials could remain
unmarked during the early years of the settlement may reflect the poverty of the early
township, the transience of the settlers, or the parsimony of their lifestyle.”
A 1927 plan shows that by then a number of gravestones had been moved from their
original position since 1862, and that further burials had occurred in the eastern part of
the churchyard.
It’s clear a number of graves were built over by eastern extensions in 1893, the 1902
addition of the choir vestry, and transept extensions in 1915. When the vestry was added
to in 1959, some remains were disinterred and reburied, including those of Lye and
Sarten. Six other graves were moved in 1991.
“The 1959 vestry extensions also appear to have covered burials other than those referred
to by the disinterment licence.” He found no records authorising reburials prior to 1959,
so until proved otherwise, it is assumed “all other early graves now located under the
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A gravestone beside the cathedral indicating where William and Jane George and Thomas
Lethbridge may be buried beneath the church. They died in the 1850s and 60s.

existing church building contain human remains and/or artefacts relating to the burial of
these individuals.”
The supporting wall for the 1893 extensions will need excavating either side of the apse
(a semi-circular recess covered with a vault or dome), as will a small section of the
southern wall. That could encounter five graves containing the remains of up to eight
people.
They include William John Kivell (died 1861, aged three), William Leech (1860, aged
61) and Elizabeth Clark Leech (1887), Gertrude McKellar (1861, aged 13), Thomas
George Lethbridge (1854, aged seven), Jane George (1857, aged 71), William George
(1862, aged 77), and someone named Chilman (details unknown).
Aside from who might be buried under the buildings, records show the graveyard itself
has become muddled. Bruce: “It is fair to say that the position of many of the headstones
and memorials in the churchyard are an unreliable indicator of either the number of
graves existing within the cemetery.”
Many graves are not marked by headstones, and some headstones have been re-erected in
different locations to their corresponding burial plots. Some later memorials erected to
cremated people have been situated on or near the position of unmarked graves. He warns
that various health and heritage authorities will need to be advised of the possibility
human remains will be found.
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Project manager Jenny Goddard says they
had been back and looked at parish
records, which gave no details about the
relocation of remains.
“So, it’s a bit confusing as to what we
will find. In the first instance, we’ll make
efforts to contact the descendants of those
people.
“If remains are found, there will be the
whole interment process to be followed.
“All of the excavation at the eastern end
of the building will be by hand, and by
that I mean spades.
“Because of the sensitivity both of the
building – you don’t want to damage the
foundations – and the possibility of
finding remains.

The central row of columns supporting the main church building may
need new foundations.

“It’s also done piece-meal. Typically, you
would work within a metre space. You
would dig that away, put in the new concrete, then move on to the next metre.”

Beyond the scope of Bruce’s report is a grave site that speaks volumes about the
complexity of the cathedral’s relationship with the wider community. The far corner of
the church grounds beside the intersection of Robe and Vivian Sts is the final resting
place of five leading Waikato Māori killed in the battle of Mahoetahi on November 6,
1860.
British Army commander Major General Thomas Pratt wanted them buried in the St
Mary’s graveyard, supposedly in recognition of their bravery, but church community
leaders would have none of it.
Archdeacon Henry Govett – who
was vicar for 40 years after
Bolland died in 1847 compromised by interring the men
beneath the vicarage lawn, a task
he reputedly carried out at night.
The resentment of the townspeople was reflected in the local
press.
There were references to a taste in
the water and a cartoon showing a
woman drawing water from a well
with a human arm sticking out of
the bucket.
Seventy years later in 1929, the
Department of Internal Affairs
approved a grant of £33 for an
inscribed headstone of red
Balmoral granite and it was
unveiled in January 1930.
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rchitect Jenny Goddard has the job of turning the visions – those
of Taranaki Cathedral Remediation Advisory Group and many
others – into reality. A sole practitioner architect who has worked
in Taranaki for 25 years, she is a parishioner and assisted with church
buildings in the past.

A

“It’s a pretty complex project, with lots of different consultants to bring
together, as well as the need to bring the parish with us, in terms of
change and a future vision.
“The first priority is to fix the church, but it’s not just about earthquake
strengthening. That’s the key message that we’re putting out there. We’re
looking at making sure we’re much more sustainable for the future.”
What does that mean? “Currently, the Taranaki Cathedral runs deficits, as do most parish
churches in Taranaki, and probably the diocese (Waikato-Taranaki). So, we want to make
sure we provide operating income. Part of that is looking at what assets we have, and
using them to the best advantage.
“We have the oldest stone church in New Zealand, and it has the ability to be as big a
tourism icon and educational tool, if you like, as Len Lye. If we do it, people will come.
Our greatest asset is the church and the churchyard and the stories they tell.”
She says the building is a tremendous example of Gothic Revival architecture, with a
succession of builds over time as the community grew. “It tells the story of the growth
and times of New Plymouth. It grew as a garrison church in the 1860’s. Some horrible
things happened and, it’s all in there. It just needs to be brought alive and brought into the
open, and we’d like to do that.”
One proposal to make the building more flexible is to remove most of the wooden pews
“so it can perform a wide variety of cathedral-type functions, not just that of a parish
church. Taking the pews out is a big decision requiring a careful consultation process.
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“We’ve developing a succession of steps in
terms of contacting people, and asking them
what they want to do.
“The pews were given by families, so we’re
offering the opportunity for them to have the
pew. That might be to their wish.
“They might want to give it back to the
cathedral project for us to decide or perhaps for
the timber to be used in the fabric of the new
building.
“With changing the seats, what we’re looking
for is something moveable, which means they
can’t be too heavy.
“The seats affect the acoustics as well, so we
need to be careful in our selection. One thought
is that there might be a design competition,
because we really need to involve people in this.
“We need to be able to change the seating
arrangements so the space suits a small occasion
like a family baptism, or a much bigger event
like a concert.
“But it will always be a cathedral. I would like
to think that if you’re having a conference in
there, the Dean will come in to
welcome people and basically
say that the building will have its
way with you.
“We’re confident it will work.
This is the way cathedrals are
overseas. It was the way they
started, as market and
community gathering places.”
Floor levels may also change.
“There is a metre rise to the main
altar (left) that creates a
succession of steps and makes it
impossible for someone in a
wheelchair to get up to it.
“So, we’re looking at reducing that
height and widening out that
sanctuary area, taking some of the
clutter away, which will allow for
much more performance-based
activity to happen there.”
The organ (right) will come out
during earthquake work for its
protection, and when that happens
we’ll re-work the electrics in it.
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“We’ll pack it up for its safety,
overhaul it, and reinstall it. It has
been in different locations in the
church over time, but the current
position is still the favoured one.
“The Lady Chapel (right) has got a
special scale to it – the pews are
different from those in the main
church, they’re much smaller, and
built of oak.
“By glazing between the stone
arches and separating it from the
rest of the space, it can always be a
place of prayer and quiet reflection,
no matter what’s happening
elsewhere in the building.”
So far as foundation work goes, she says a careful, piecemeal approach will be taken.
“This will be careful hand excavation. Typically, you would work within a metre space.
You would dig that away, put in the new concrete, then move on to the next metre.”
Soil testing has just been completed to give engineers information specific to the site.
“We don’t know yet, but we’re hoping it will be a favourable result that will mean less
new foundation rather than more.”
In a worst-case scenario, they will have to lift the central section of cathedral floor and
build new foundations. “I suspect that won’t be necessary, but that’s what the extra
testing is about – more information, more certainty. It involves a big difference in cost.”
The strengthening will require them to deconstruct a fair bit and then reconstruct. “For
instance, when we take the roof off to anchor it properly to the walls. When the roof goes
back, the added structure means it will be 40 millimetres higher. It’s not much, but it’s
enough to change where the gutters need to be.”
They will also take the
opportunity to fix some leaks in
the roof valleys, as well as
replace the roof slates, which
were installed back in 1907.
“All the roof comes off and
they’ll put on a ply diaphragm
with steel plates on top of that.
“So, it’s a whole new roof. The
slates are unlikely to be
suitable for re-use. The new
slates will come from Wales.”
Such work raises the possibility
of another Christchurch connection. Goddard says some specialist crafts-people like
roofers and stonemasons had to be brought from overseas for their earthquake rebuild,
and its possible some will be needed in New Plymouth.
With a lot of stonework involved in the project, she hopes it will be an opportunity to
train locals, such as people already involved with stone carving in Taranaki.
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She’s had a drone flown through the cathedral so she has a short video available to
illustrate the interior. “Some have forgotten what it’s like inside. It means I can show
people and remind them.”
Keeping track of the building’s individual stones may be done using three-dimension
laser mapping techniques “It gives you information in the sort of detail that every stone
will be apparent, every ripple in every stone.”
That will be important when they work on three windows at the eastern end of the church,
where steel inserted during a 1930s rebuild has started to rust and new stones will need to
come out and then be put back.
There may be a few pieces of steel strengthening showing after the project is finished, but
there is a school of thought that some people feel reassured by seeing an element of
strengthening. “At the western end of the building, we will have a steel rod most likely
running across one of the stained-glass windows high up on the gable. In the scope of the
whole thing, that would be pretty light.”
She recalls it was four months after the cathedral was closed before they got the first
engineering concept, “and it was pretty sobering. I don’t think many people reading it
quite understood what was involved. For example, that to do the things they were
proposing, the roof would need to come off.”
The project is very serious, she says. “It’s a lot harder to strengthen a heritage building
than an office block downtown, because you cherish the way it looks and you don’t want
to lose that character.”

I

f anyone knows the importance of earthquake-proofing it’s the Very Reverend Peter
Beck. How could he not? The current Dean of the Taranaki Cathedral held the same
job in Christchurch when the big earthquake half-destroyed the cathedral there.

While that city’s church and civic authorities continue to debate whether to restore the
building, he is on a two-year contract to help steer our cathedral away from such a
disastrous experience.
So what is a Sheffield-born migrant priest - who was educated at Oxford University (he
did “modern” history: the Romans to World War II), who has spent time in the secular
world, and was briefly a city councillor in Christchurch - doing here?
The earthquake had something to do with it. His life was one of the many thrown into
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chaos by that all-consuming catastrophe, in his case a sort of
ordered chaos, since he spent many hours ministering from the
emergency centre.
Afterwards, he won election to the council, but then heeded his
family’s plea to spend more time with his grandchildren. That
worked - until the Bishop of Taranaki, the Most Reverend Philip
Richardson, accomplished the considerable coup of persuading
Beck to come north and help restore St Mary’s.
Before we get to that, there’s the inevitable question: where was he
when the great quake struck at 12.51pm on February 22, 2011? In
his cathedral office, it so happened.
“I can remember everything fell around in the office. I got out and
went into the cathedral. It was the middle of the day in February,
huge numbers of tourists, and there was a lot of other people in
there when it happened.
“There was a lot of dust and at first you couldn’t see anything. And
then we realised there was a huge hole where the towers had fallen
in.
“Together with my staff team we moved people out. It was orderly. There was little
panic. There was an American woman who was very over-wrought. As I calmed her
down, she told me she had come out of the tower with masonry falling behind her, and
there were people behind her.
“People said they saw people falling off the tower. One woman, our artist in residence,
was trapped, but we grabbed a ladder and got her down. We got everyone out, which was
pretty amazing.
“There were already people who wanted to go into the cathedral and see. There were
police around by that stage, so that wasn’t allowed to happen. I had to go home and see if
my wife was okay, and what had happened.
“Fortunately, we could still use the cell-phones then, so I was able to text her. I had a 20minute walk. There was an extraordinary trail of people just walking out of the city. It
was as you imagine those horrible refugee exodus scenes.
“I soon had media all over me. Someone said it was an act of God, and I said: ‘No, it’s
not at act of God. This is what the earth does. It’s dynamic. It does these things. The act
of God is what you are seeing in the compassion and courage of the people of
Christchurch, and those who are coming to support us – that’s the act of God’.
“The cathedral was the icon, obviously. Through the aftermath of the quakes, it was the
abiding iconic symbol of our city around the world. It truly was the heart and soul of the
city. I was saying the heart of the city has been broken, and we will restore it. After that, I
was mostly in the emergency centre working with the mayor.
“The job of the dean is to engage with the structures of the city. You get to meet the
people who move and shake it in every area, and my job was to minister and be among
them.”
As he recalls that time, his sentences come rapidly and you’re quickly captured by the
pace of his narrative. It’s obvious he knows how to speak with anyone - bishops to
atheists, schoolkids to prime ministers.
That’s no surprise when you hear he was born in his parents’ Sheffield pub, the Howard
Hotel. “I learned more from my Mum and Dad working with people in the pub than I ever
did at theological college. I was mixing with people of all sorts. If I hadn’t been a priest I
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Dean Peter Beck and Bishop Victoria Matthews de-consecrate Christchurch Cathedral in 2011

would probably have run a pub, because I think they’re a very similar job – engaging with
the community, building the community.”
He says he has always preferred to live on the edges of the church, but somehow ended
up in the middle of it. His epiphany, if that’s the right word, began with questioning the
relevance of the Anglican church and its clergymen.
“I had this sense they were old, had grey hair, wore suits, lived in big houses, didn’t talk
to anyone very much…and their pulpit was six feet above contradiction. I had this deep
passion in me, that Christianity was about breaking through all that stuff, and being with
people where they really are.”
He believes gaining support for remediation of the Taranaki Cathedral will need to be
based on that approach, promoting the church as a place of welcome to people of all
faiths and none.
“Churches should be places where the community can gather. We see this as the spiritual
heart of Taranaki, because it’s been here since 1846 and it tells the story of this province.
It carries that story – the good, the bad and the ugly.”
He says a lot of work has already been done by the likes of Bishop Richardson, former
Dean Jamie Allen, Sir Paul Reeves, and church kaumatua Archdeacon Tiki Raumati,
“about noting and facing our history, and beginning to engage with Māori in terms of
acknowledging our past.
“You can’t undo the past, so it’s about moving forward together towards healing,
reconciliation, grace. And that’s what this place is about. You come in here, whatever
faith you are, and the building will have its way with you, because the walls are soaked in
prayer. It’s where the province comes to celebrate and grieve, the spiritual heart of
Taranaki.”
As well as core work to make the building safe, changes are planned to make it more
flexible. Projected improvements like moveable seating, building an atrium in the space
between the church and Marsland Hill, enlarging Hatherley Hall, and renewing the
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kitchen, will create a place intended to welcome and
accommodate everyone, from churchgoers to tourists
to classes of school pupils.
“It will become a place for visitors, for tourists of
course, and when we do the rest (after earthquake
strengthening) there will be hundreds of people
coming through. It will be an iconic place for
visitors. It will be where the story can be told and
experienced.”
“It will continue to be the Anglicans’ cathedral, and
it will explore and engage and encourage interfaith
and community dialogue.
“Whether people are Anglican or Christian or Hindu
or Moslem is irrelevant. Human beings are spiritual
animals, and they’re all welcome as we explore the
meaning, value and purpose of our lives.”
Restoring the cathedral is not just about getting
people to go to church, he emphasises.
“We don’t push our faith down your throat. We want
to share with you. “We’ll talk about who we are and
what we do, but most importantly we’ll offer the
chance for you to talk about what it means to be you.
“Most of us go through our lives (with questions like) who am I, what does it mean to be
me, how do I find new meaning and purpose? For young people, it can be how do I leave
home successfully? How do I have a relationship that’s cool with my parents?
“Not a lot of that gets addressed. We want to be about how do we engage? How do we
open up those questions for people? We want youngsters coming here not to be
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proselytised, but to be involved in the
opportunity for learning about our
past in a way that’s actually hands on
with the building.
“And we’ll have all the other stuff
that we do – the community café will
continue, the social services.”
Is anyone arguing with him?
“No. I haven’t met anyone against
the project. There will be some talk
about the money, some saying the
church is so wealthy, why isn’t it just
doing it?
“If only that were true. The church
faces enormous costs on many
buildings as a result of earthquake
strengthening. Many will simply not be able to be saved. This one we must. But while we
have cared for this building for 170 years, this project is beyond the means of church
members alone.
“In my view, it’s the most significant building in Taranaki. So many people have so many
links to this building – through baptism, marriage, death, funerals. So you have to say:
could you afford not to do this? It’s just a no-brainer. What would be the result? It would
just slowly decay and you would lose not just a building but something about your
identity, who you are as a people.
“This is owned by Taranaki and this is what we’re saying to people – Taranaki, you need
to step up, not to support the Anglican Church but this building for all that it is and all
that it stands for. This building will continue for another 170 years to be the iconic
symbol of the story of Taranaki. Wow – how exciting is that?”
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